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Rabbi Gordon’s Message
I hope that you all enjoyed a most meaningful Yom Tov
season. While being quite intense (I prepared and delivered ten
d’rashot/sermons in a span of 24-days), I found it to be a most
meaningful, reflective time spent with family and friends.
Now that we have concluded Tishrei, a month filled with
an abundance of Jewish holidays, we begin the month of Cheshvan.
Also known also as MarCheshvan, various reasons are
posited for the addition of this prefix. One is that Mar means bitter. Cheshvan has good reason to be bitter. After all, no holidays/
commemorative days occur during this entire month. It is the only
such month in the entire Jewish calendar. To add insult to injury,
during the preceding month of Tishrei, we observed/celebrated
Rosh Hashana, Tzom Gedalia, Yom Kippur, Sukkot, Hoshana
Rabba, Sh’mini Atzeret and Simchat Torah. Furthermore Kislev
and Tevet, the two months that immediately follow Cheshvan, are
highlighted by the celebration of Chanukah! If you were Cheshvan, how would you feel? Wouldn’t you be bitter?
(Continued on page 6)

President’s Perspective
Dear Fellow Congregants,
The year is marching by quickly, as the Yomim Norim are behind us, Succoth and its intermittent rain is a fading memory and Thanksgiving is rapidly approaching. Before that happens, I
want to remind you of two fundraising opportunities—the annual LJCAGBI Lox Box and the Sisterhood Rummage Sale. The Lox Box not only brings in money to the Shul, but it
brings enjoyment to everyone who is able to sit down one morning and eat it—
including friends and relatives who may not know about this opportunity. The
Rummage Sale is an opportunity to clean out closets and garages of perfectly good
things that you may not use, but may be someone else’s treasure. We need your
participation—and, if possible, a few hours of your time—to make these events a
success.
On another important issue, our search for the next Rabbi for LJCAGBI continues.
We will be bringing in candidates for your consideration but, as I’m writing this early in October, I
can’t say exactly when that will be. Your support and participation is important in selecting the right
Rabbi to take the pulpit in 2018, so please watch for announcements of weekends when candidates
will be visiting LJCAGBI and do your best to attend.
2018 will also herald the upcoming 60th anniversary for LJCAGBI, with a series of celebrations throughout the year. If you would like to have a part in planning these events during the year,
please join the Ways and Means Committee and put your two cents in.
Other things to watch for during the next two months will be the Legal Lecture Series in December (see flyer insert) and a Chanukah brunch on December 17. We also hope to launch a new
Shabbos bookclub, a regular movie night and other activities, just for fun.
Don’t forget to roll back your clocks on Nov. 5, just in time for your lox box delivery later in the
morning.
Wishing everyone an enjoyable fall into winter,
Marcia Kramer

Your presence is greatly needed: please attend
Lincolnwood Jewish Congregation A.G. Beth Israel, our Shul, has always maintained
two daily minyanim for Shachrit and for Mincha/Maariv (or just Maariv during the
winter months). During the past months it has become increasingly difficult to guarantee that 10 men will be present for davening. Your help is urgently needed to ensure that a full minyan is present for everyone, especially those who have Yahrzeit
or are in their year of mourning. Please attend whenever you are able.
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Announcements
Condolences
to the families of:

Mazel Tov

Dr. Stuart Rosenbush (husband of
Mimi Rosenbush)

Mazel tov to Steve and Miriam Kramer
on the birth of a grandson in Israel,
born to Sarah & Wesley. Mazel tov
also to the great-grandparents,
Paul and Gloria Hyman.

Barry Snitovsky (son of Norman &
Roberta Snitovsky)

Mazel tov to Anna and Myron Moscovitch on the Bar Mitzvah of their
grandson, Charles Bilfeld Moscovitch, and also to the parents,
Erik and Natalie Moscovitch.

Thanks to everyone who helped
put up the Succah:

And to everyone who helped
take down the Succah:
Henry Kalter, Team Leader
Rob Chimberoff
Gary Goodman
Paul Kramer
Ira Lefkowitz
Aaron Shafter
Jagwiga and Ryszard

Henry Kalter, Team Leader
Rob Chimberoff
Gary Goodman
Paul Kramer
Steve Kramer
Aaron Shafter
Joshua Zavelovich
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Jacqueline Labow Bimah Flower Fund
Our dear friend Jackie loved flowers and always commented on
the Bimah Flowers. In her memory we have renamed the Flower
Fund. This Fund supplies flowers for holidays throughout the year.
We will continue to collect donations.
Following is a list of donors. Please forgive me if your name is
accidentally omitted.

Beverly Alpern
Maureen & Scott Chaikin
Rosalie & Ray Diamond
Shirley Derdiger
Helaine Ellenby
Eileen & Marc Feder
Bobbie Fink
Phyllis Fogelson
Debbie & Mort Goodman
Marcia & Paul Kramer

Maia & Howard Labow
Edie & Jeffrey Light
Lillian Michaels
Helen Rosenberg
Yetta & Harvey Saltzman
Paula & Howard Serlin
Joyce & Arnie Sklar
Harriet & Charles Snyder
Wini Weisman

Thank you and a Healthy and Sweet year for all.
—Beverly Alpern

Our Fortune 500 Raffle Continues!
Here’s your opportunity to win a $100 Prize…drawn twice weekly for 25 weeks.
Only 500 Chances will be sold, and every winning ticket goes back in the hat to be drawn
again. Purchase tickets and numbers now at $50 per chance.
Call the synagogue office, or look online at our website, Winners through October 24:
Angelo Surrano
Arnie & Joyce Sklar
Arlene & Larry Miller
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Simchat Torah Luncheon
The Simchat Torah luncheon was a wonderful conclusion to this year’s
chagim. We all appreciate the leadership of Shirley Derdiger, assisted by Myrna
Rosenberg and Jadwiga and Ryzard’s in preparing for the delicious lunch, catered by Starr Kosher Catering.
A big thank you to the Ruth Ginsburg Simchat Torah Fund Sponsors:*
Beverly Alpern
Scott & Maureen Chaikin
Carol Deer
Shirley Derdiger
Helaine Ellenby
Marc & Eileen Feder
Bobbie Fink
Linda Fishman
Phyllis Fogelson
Marvin Ginsburg
Alex & Leah Goldstein
Gloria Goldstein
Gary & Judith Goodman
Mort & Debbie Goodman
Mark & Deana Greenblatt
Alan & Yael Groner
Yra & Janice Harris
Martin & Helene Hutensky
Paul Hyman

Paul & Marcia Kramer
Anita Lapping
Jeffrey & Edie Light
David & Ruth Marcus
Stuart & Regine Meisel
Larry & Arlene Miller
Myron & Anna Moscovitch
Howard & Paulette Rafalson
Lou & Helene Reiff
Carlton & Paula Resnick
Ady Rodman
Helen Rosenberg
Mitchell Sandler
Aaron Shafter
Arnie & Joyce Sklar
Jerry & Merilyn Thall
Merle Warshausky
Wini Weisman

* Please excuse any omissions.

Save the Date!!
Sunday morning, Dec. 17
Bring your friends and family for a hamish celebration together.
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Rabbi’s Message—continued from page 1

Lincolnwood Jewish
Congregation A G
Beth Israel
We are a traditional
congregation offering a
full range of services
to the Jewish Community of Chicago and the
northern suburbs.

A second explanation of the addition of the prefix Mar is
that it means “Mr.”. We add this title in order not to shame Cheshvan. After all, even though it is a month void of any holidays/days
of commemoration, it is just as important as all the other eleven/
twelve months in the Jewish calendar.
Personification is quite common in Jewish text and tradition. Here are two other examples where inanimate objects are
personified so as not to bring shame upon them.
•

It is common practice to cover the Challot on the Shabbat table. One of the reasons why we do so (Tur Shulchan Arukh
Orach Chayim 271 quoting the Talmud Yerushalmi) is because
we are sensitive and do not want to cause any “embarrassment”
to the Challot, since during the rest of the week we commence
our meals by reciting the HaMotzih (blessing over the bread).
At our Friday night and Saturday afternoon meals, we first
bless the wine when we recite Kiddush, and only after this do
we uncover the Challot and recite the HaMotzih.

•

Parashat Yitro (Exodus 18-20) contains two of the most important passages in the Torah: the basis for the creation of multi-tiered judicial systems and the (first rendition of the) Decalogue (Aseret HaDibrot/Ten Commandments). The Sidra
(Torah Portion) ends with the Almighty commanding the Kohanim (priests) not to use steps when ascending to the Altar:

As a traditional synagogue,
we observe all of the customs, practices and services
of an orthodox shul, but with
mixed seating. We also have
a daily mechitza (separate
seating) minyan in our Beit
Midrash.
LJCAGBI is a family congregation, a place to discover religious identification and
strengthen cultural heritage;
where we celebrate holidays
and joyous times and find
comfort during times of sorrow. It is a place to make
friends and to learn through
our many programs for adults
and children.
Most of all we are a community. LJCAGBI members offer
warmth, friendship and support. Our members are open
and welcoming; it does not
take long to feel right at
home.

V’lo tah-ah-leh v’mah-ahlot ahl mizb’chi asher lo tigaleh
ervat’kha ahlahv”
“And do not climb the stairs of my altar; in order that your nakedness will not become exposed on it” (Exodus 20:23).
Because of this command, a ramp was installed in the place
of stairs for the Kohanim to ascend.
It seems rather peculiar that we are concerned that inanimate stone from which the stairs were crafted would “see” the undergarments of the priests as they lifted their legs while climbing
the stairs. After all, stone can’t see?
Rashi, based upon the Midrash M’khilta, teaches that the
purpose of this command (just as adding the title of Mar to the
month of Cheshvan as well as the tradition of covering the Challot
while reciting Kiddush) is to further reinforce the importance of
not causing any shame or embarrassment to any human being. After all, if we are so concerned that stone stairs (a month or bread)
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Rabbi’s Message—continued from page 6

may be publicly shamed, how even the more so should we be careful not to shame fellow human
beings?
Not shaming another person falls under the umbrella of Mitzvat Ahavat Yisrael (the Commandment of Loving Your Fellow Jew). (I am from the school that interprets this Mitzvah to include all human beings.) During my more than eight years serving this community, I have tried
teaching many lessons (both by personal example and academically). If you remember only one
lesson, please remember the importance of observing the Mitzvah of Ahavat Yisrael in general,
and in particular NOT shaming a fellow human being.

On behalf of my wife Marilyn and our children Max, Rita (Carmi) and Sophie, I wish you
all good health, peace and success.

High Holiday Main Sanctuary Worship Leadership
In the main Sanctuary, we extend a special thanks to Paul Hyman, Aaron Goldman, Gary Goodman, Yitzchak Hoffman, Joseph Silberman, Paul Kramer, Henry Kalter, and Cantor Jerry Markovitz.

Marksons’s Musings
Two beggars are sitting on a park bench in Mexico City. One is holding a cross and one a Star
of David. Both are holding hats to collect contributions. People walk by, lift their noses at the man
with the Star of David and drop money in the hat held by the man with the cross. Soon, the hat of the
man with the cross is filled but the hat of the man with the Star of David is still empty.
A priest watches and then approaches the men. He turns to the man with the Star of David and
says: “Young man, don’t you realize that this is a Catholic country? You’ll never get any contributions in this country holding a Star of David.”

The man with the Star of David turns to the man with the cross and laughs: “Moshe, this guy is
trying to tell the Cohen brothers how to run our business.”
A husband stepped on one of those penny scales that used to be in railroad and bus stations that
tell you your fortune and weight, and dropped in a coin.
“Listen to this,” he said to his wife, showing her a small white card. “It says I’m energetic,
bright, resourceful and a great lover.”
“Yeah,” his wife nodded, “and it has your weight wrong, too.”
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Schedule for Daily/Shabbat Services
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& Shabbat Candlelighting
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The Mechitzah Minyon
The Yamim Nora’im 5778 are fast fading from memory, but before I let them slip away, I
wanted to thank those who helped make the Mechitza Minyon a pleasant and successful minyon
again. While we sustained some membership loss, other members stepped up. I am proud of the fact
that we were able to daven with a full minyon despite the early starting times and long davening.
As I said last year, I appreciate those men who are there when we start so that those members
saying Kaddish can do so. That goes double for those who always are there to daven, including Dan
and Yonah Gutstein, Jay Goldstein, Moshe Goldson, Yra Harris and Howard Vernof. I always look to
the corner for Rabbi Lehrfield, emeritus, without whose guidance I truly am lost. Then, there are those
who step up to volunteer to chant Haftorahs throughout the year, including Dan Gutstein, Jay Goldstein, Moshe Goldson, Howard Vernof and our multi-talented Adam Rhine (who also handles ushering duties and provides the artwork and layout of our beautiful annual calendar).
I know the temperature control downstairs for the Yamim Nora’im is a challenge, but both our
men and women rose to the challenge once again.
During Succos, when we combined the Minyonim, I was pleased that we had a Minyon every
day on time. I credit that success to the commitment of our members and the broad shoulders of David
Marcus, Paul Kramer and Rabbi Gordon. I understand the challenge of losing members and still supporting the Shabbos and Yom Tov Minyonim and pray we continue to rise to that challenge for years
to come.
In closing, I again acknowledge there are so many others who come together to make us succeed. I hope I do not offend anyone by omitting them; any such omission is unintentional. It is my
honor and pleasure to daven with you all and I look forward to continuing for many more years.
Mitchell Sandler
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Remembering and Honoring Those We Have Lost in the Shoah
Mission Accomplished: Tesedikovo – Pered 2017
First of all, I would like to thank LJCAGBI members who generously supported my mission; to
everyone who understands the importance of remembering our deceased, especial our Shoah victims. I
am very proud as a member of the second generation after the Shoah (second G) that the martyrs of the
Shoah, of my home shtetl—family and friends—will be remembered as people, not statistics. They had
lives, families and were living a happy life until the destruction came upon them, just because they
were Jewish.
It was gratifying to listen to town residents and other dignitaries eulogize and encapsulate the
most salient characteristics of the martyrs, including: the Mayor of the town Gyula Borsanyi, a historian of the town, Judith Szekeres PhD, the President of the National Jewish Organization of Slovakia,
Igor Rintel, a delegation from the Israeli Embassy, led by Avital Goshen, the Bishop Vicar, Toth
Laszlo, and two representatives of the second G, Magda Vadasz and Alexander Goldstein, whose parents were taken to Auschwitz from the shtetl.
The event was publicized by the national TV RTVS, Radio Station Patria, local cable RTV
Krea, and Uj Szo Hungarian newspaper. El Maleh Rahamim and the Mourner’s Kaddish were led by
Rabbi Zeev Stiefel.
Remembering and educating is a key tool in ensuring that the Holocaust is not forgotten. We
can see in our turbulent life that it is important that we remember the Holocaust and we make sure future generations never forget.

To this day, the Holocaust survivors I know spend their time sharing their memories with
young people, not for the sake of revenge, but its opposite: to teach tolerance and the value of life.
Mindful of the lessons of Genesis, we too try to remember. One of the greatest gifts we can give our
children is the knowledge of where we have come from, the things for which we fought, and why.
None of the things we value – freedom, human dignity, justice – were achieved without a struggle.
None can be sustained without constant vigilance. A society without memory is like a journey without
a map. It’s all too easy to get lost. How do we live with the past without being held captive by the past?
Ours is a religion of memories, because if we forget the past, we will find ourselves repeating it. Yet
it’s also a future oriented faith.
Those who are remembered do not die. That is as close as we get to immortality on earth.
Alex Goldstein

Before Pered – Tesedikovo Jewish Cemetery

After - Cemetery and Holocaust Memorial 2017
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Building Committee
As we complete the Jewish New Year of 5778, or the “Yamim Noraim,” let us think
about how we can keep our synagogue spiritually strong and financially viable.
Spiritual viability can be achieved by making sure the “Daily Minyan,” both morning
and evening, is functioning without the need for last minute requests to attend.
Financial strength comes from your generosity in support of our ongoing fundraising
projects. For example, our “Synagogue Restoration Project” has a long way to go before we
are fully funded. We rely on your donations, as well as occasional major gifts to maintain
the structure and utility of our building, or to undertake new projects to beautify our Shul.
You can support the Restoration Project and add your names to the beautiful mural,
designed by Dr. Marc Feder. Please start the new year of 5778 with an act of Tzedakah.

Thank you for your generous support of LJCAGBI

Building Fund Contributions
Name: _________________________ Address:___________________________________
The Nimrod Tsubely Memorial Garden Fund:

$36______ $54_____ $100_________

Synagogue Restoration Project:
___MEYER & BEE KAPLAN TORAH FUND

$500_____ $1,000_____ $2,500________
___MAURY & SALLY KAUFMAN TORAH FUND

Aliyah ($200)____ Pasuk ($100)____ Word ($50)
GENERAL OPERATING FUND:
$100 ______ $250 _____ $500 _______ Other ___________

Please make your check out to LJCAGBI and send it to the Shul Office
7117 N. Crawford, Lincolnwood, IL 60712
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November/December Calendar 2017
Sunday, November 5th
Sunday, November 12th
Wednesday, November 15th
Sunday, November 19th
Thursday, November 23rd
Sunday, December 3rd
Wednesday, December 13thWednesday, Dec 20th
Sunday, December 17th
Monday, December 18th
Tuesday, December 19th
Thursday, December 28th
Monday, January 1

Lox Box Delivery
Sisterhood Rummage Sale
Executive Council/ Board of Directors
Meeting
Rosh Chodesh Kislev
Thanksgiving (office closed)
Judge Bender Jewish Legal Seminar
Chanukah
LJCAGBI Chanukah Party
Rosh Chodesh Tevet- Day 1
Rosh Chodesh Tevet- Day 2
Fast of the 10th of Tevet
New Years Day (office closed)

Thanks to our Ushers!
Thank you to all the people who helped usher both upstairs and downstairs during the High Holiday Services.
Shirley Derdiger
Gary Goodman
Dr. Steve Hanus
Stuart Kalman

Henry Kalter
Paul Kramer
Jeff Light
Bruce Rayman

Adam Rhine
Jeff Weissman

Please forgive me if anyone was inadvertently omitted.
Thank you to Rychard, Yadviga and Andrew for helping set up.
And a big thank you to Walsh Security and to the Lincolnwood Police Department.
Steve Kramer
Sergeant-at-Arms
A good way to stay in touch with our shul is by accessing our web page, www.ljcagbi.org.
The current shul calendar, flyers for current activities as well as davening times are readily
available on the site. In addition, order forms for the Fortune 500 game are also available
and can be printed. And, should you want to make a donation, or pay membership dues,
you can do it on our web site. You can even read this bulletin on the web site. Stay in
touch wherever you are by accessing www.ljcagbi.org.
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From the Catering Department
How come it seems like the holidays this year lasted for more than a month. I know I did the same kind
of cooking & baking and of course, having the succah built (by a stranger). I still need a succah, so I begin my
search of the yeshiva boys who do this work. It's plastic (now) and if you know what you're doing, it's easy
(and quick to do). Fortunately I've been able to hire the right people (for a big price). I think by the time I'm
thru doing Succot, they will have cost me almost as much to put up and take down, as my house cost so many
years ago. It sure makes you appreciate what was once done as a family. Boy, talk about changes.
The Shabbat of Succot is when I make my first cholent of the fall season (I don't make it during the
summer months). Thank G-d I still have family (I am an only child) . My family is made up of cousins (all
my Aunts & Uncles are gone). Two of my children live here, one in California and one in Israel. And good
friends, who wait anxiously for this annual event, cholent in my succah. Having company in the succah is really a treasure. I love the cooking part (and the baking). Serving is the hardest part but everyone pitches in to
help.
My succah is outside my kitchen and down four stairs to the side patio. So it's a constant up and down with hot
bowls of cholent and with cole slaw refills. This year I had trouble getting cabbage (I waited too long to shop)
and didn't have time to get to Fresh Farms. Both Marianos and the Jewel were out of cabbage. Somehow it all
worked out as I had put a large head of cabbage in my extra frig in the garage (that I forgot about). But I got to
make my cole slaw and the cholent was delicious (everyone said). But the company, that was the best. And
the weather cooperated. I tried to explain to those who didn't understand why cabbage plays such an important
role in this holiday (at least for me). All I know is that my grandma (of blessed memory) used to make about
1000 pieces of 'gevikalteh kraut' (stuffed cabbage rolls). Her birthday was (Simchat Torah) and this was how
she celebrated, by feeding everyone on the "old vest side". She couldn't read or write but everything she made
came out the same every time she cooked or baked … PERFECT.
This year, in my succah, some "old vest siders" kept a conversation going. It amazes me how everyone
seated around the table went to different high schools but knew everyone else. Marshall and Manley, Roosevelt and Von Steuben, Sullivan and Senn. Nobody we knew was from the south side of Chicago. The conversations were lively and fun and funny. The guests were all ages (well, no kids). Even my dog, Lily, had a
good time. Everyone wanted to feed her a morsel or two. Why is it that all the stories we tell to each other
could be about any one of us? I guess we really are all related.
Now maybe you’ve had this happen to you. I have a spray nozzle in my kitchen sink. I was cleaning
up & grabbed the nozzle wrong, meaning, I squirted myself so completely that I had to change clothes (but I
didn't need to shower) and dry my hair. It gave my daughter a good laugh cause she has done this, too.
You know the expression, never shop on an empty stomach? Well, I didn't take my own advice and
now I'm the proud owner of Aisle 4 at the Jewel.
Bon Appetit,
Shirley Derdiger, Catering
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Sisterhood Helps Build
Do you have a personal announcement, simcha, thanks, congratulations or yahrtziet
that you would like to share with your Shul family? Consider putting your words to
work with Sisterhood Helps Build. Contact the Shul office or drop your message in
the Sisterhood folder in the Shul office. Donations are $5 for your personal message.


We deeply appreciate the expressions of
sympathy and support during this trying
time. We thank all for their thoughts and
prayers and the many calls, cards and donations in memory of our son, Barry. A
special thanks to Rabbi Gordon for his
heartfelt, above and beyond compassionate services in this inch by inch healing
process.
Norman and Bobbi Snitovsky



Many thanks for all of the messages and
cards that I received from our shul family
when my brother-in law, Herman Ellenby
passed away.
Helaine Ellenby
Come have a L'Chaim and socialize with us
on Shabbos after davening. Everyone is
welcome. Our libations are not funded by
the Shul; therefore, consider making a donation to the Kiddush Club. Send a check to
the office labeled "Kiddush Club". Join us to
raise a glass!

SNOWBIRDS—PLEASE NOTIFY THE SYNAGOGUE OFFICE
IF YOU WILL BE AWAY THIS WINTER
Name(s)______________________________________________________________
Vacation Address______________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
Vacation Phone Number______________________
Departure Date_____________________
Return Date________________________

Please get your articles in for the Shul Bulletin
If you have a program, announcement or event, please get your information to the Shul Bulletin so everyone will know about it! Please send your electronic submissions to the editor at bulletin@ljcagbi.org or
submit a hard copy to the Shul office before the deadline (January/February issue—Sunday, December 9,
2017). All material is subject to approval by the Shul office and may be edited for space or content. Inserts
must also be approved by the Shul office before inclusion in the Bulletin. Please call the Shul office at 847676-0491 for further details.
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Current and on-going classes at LJC AGBI
LJC AGBI classes have "Open Enrollment"—feel free to attend any class at any time.
The more often you attend, the more wisdom you will gain.
Sh’nayim Mik’ra v’Echad Targum v’Rashi (Monday-Thursday at 6:45 pm).
Instructor: Rabbi Gordon
This “mini-course” examines verses in Parashat HaShavua (The Weekly Torah Portion) along with
Targum Onkelos and select Rashi commentaries.
Rabbi Gordon’s Shabbat Afternoon Pirkei Avot (Ethics of Our Fathers) Shiur (40 minutes prior to
Shabbat Mincha).
Hebrew Level II (Mondays 7:15 pm)
Instructor: Rabbi Gordon
For those with a basic level of competency in Hebrew reading who would like to feel more comfortable davening (reading/understanding) from the Siddur and learning traditional Jewish texts. Before each holiday, we study the relevant liturgy or text.

Rummage Sale!!!
LJCAGBI Sisterhood’s Fall Rummage sale is

Sunday, November 12, 2017
Drop off your GENTLY used merchandise beginning Monday, November 6. Final
collections must be in by Friday,
November 10 at noon! Please
lay out your merchandise on
the tables or on hangers.
This is one of our biggest fundraisers, so please contribute
your “stuff” and time.
Tax letters will be available.
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